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Abstract. The classical problem of construction of Gardner’s deformations for infinite-di-
mensional completely integrable systems of evolutionary partial differential equations (PDE)
amounts essentially to finding the recurrence relations between the integrals of motion. Using
the correspondence between the zero-curvature representations and Gardner deformations for
PDE, we construct a Gardner’s deformation for the Krasil’shchik–Kersten system. For this,
we introduce the new nonlocal variables in such a way that the rules to differentiate them are
consistent by virtue of the equations at hand and second, the full system of Krasil’shchik–
Kersten’s equations and the new rules contains the Korteweg–de Vries equation and classical
Gardner’s deformation for it.
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1. Introduction
The search for conservation laws and, in particular, the search for regular methods of
construction of conservation laws [1, 2] are the classical problems in the theory of infinite-
dimensional completely integrable systems. The existence of infinitely many integrals of motion
allows one to detect relevant bi-Hamiltonian hierarchies [3]; we refer to [4] for an almost detective
story how the quest for integrability took place some fifty years ago. Suppose now that “all”
or “sufficiently many” nontrivial conserved currents are known for a PDE system under study.
Then one can use them to balance solutions at the adjacent faces of a shock wave. Second, each
conserved current for a system E with two independent variables (e.g., the time t and spatial
coordinate x) determines an Abelian nonlocality1 over E ; resolving the analytic obstructions,
several layers of the new variables introduced in such a way are often enough for finding a
recursion operator or symplectic structures [5]. Third, the knowledge of integrals of motion
helps one to increase the precision of numerical simulations. Finally, we recall that advanced
analytic methods for solution of Cauchy problems for nonlinear PDEs refer explicitly or tacitly to
various types of conservation in the model at hand. How can the infinite chains of conservation
laws be sought for in a systematic way ?
1 The new variables which we introduce in section 3 of this paper over the Krasil’shchik–Kersten system do
not belong to the class of Abelian nonlocalities for that model: the new structures stem from a zero-curvature
representation, which corresponds to the non-Abelian picture.
Let us specify at once that in this paper we address the problem of finding recurrence relations
between the conserved quantities. In other words, we discard the trivial idea of try-and-fault
search for isolated solutions of the determining equations for generating sections of conservation
laws [6]; software for symbolic calculations [7, 8] can be used here. That approach would rely on
the standard techniques in the local geometry of differential equation [6, 9, 10]; it often involves
various case-dependent tricks such as the use of weight-homogeneity calculus for scaling-invariant
systems.
Such an algorithm put aside, there remain three strategies to mention. The Lax-pair approach
and its generalisation by Zakharov, Manakov, and Shabat prescribes the calculation of residues
for fractional powers of the spectral operator [11, 12]. Let us note that in the frames of this
approach, each conserved density ρi is obtained without any reference to the already known
ones; it is then hard to detect any relation between elements of the infinite sequence with i ∈ N.
Another option would be to take a “good” recursion operator R : ϕi 7→ ϕi+1 for local
symmetries of the evolutionary system at hand; the adjoint operator R† : ψi 7→ ψi+1 is known
to propagate the cosymmetries (this is true for the class of evolutionary models, see [5]).
With a bit of luck, one has that ψi = E(ρi), meaning that those cosymmetries ψi are true
generating sections of nontrivial conserved currents whose conserved densities are ρi (we denote
by E the Euler variational derivative). The densities ρi can be reconstructed by the homotopy
formula (see [13] and references therein). It is readily seen that for bi-Hamiltonian hierarchies
this algorithm can be simplified. Namely, by taking the tower of commuting flows given by
ϕi = J1(ψi+1) = J2(ψi), one inverts the senior Hamiltonian operator J2 and then reconstructs
the next Hamiltonian functional with density ρi+1. (The formalism of Hamiltonian structures for
non-evolutionary systems, which exceeds the frames of this text, was developed by Krasil’shchik
et al. in [5, 14, 15].) However, we conclude that again, the second approach yields the hoard of
conserved densities ρi but not an explicit relation between them.
Let us recall finally that the renowned seminal paper [1] led not only to our understanding
of the geometry of zero-curvature representations and Miura transformations, but also to
an important class of deformation techniques for integrable models [16, 17, 18]. Gardner’s
deformations are the powerful instrument that produces explicit recurrence relations between the
integrals of motion (and moreover, only between them, which means that neither the fractional
powers of any pseudodifferential operators are involved nor the fragile homotopy formula is used
to invert the Euler variational derivative).
It is the Gardner deformation problem for the Krasil’shchik–Kersten system which we solve
in this paper, yet it should be emphasised that the solution method which we implement here
can be applied to a wide class of deformation problems for nonlinear models of mathematical
physics.
The Krasil’shchik–Kersten system of two evolution equations,2
u12;t = − u12;xxx + 6u12u12;x − 3u0u0;xxx − 3u0;xu0;xx + 3u12;xu20 + 6u12u0u0;x, (1a)
u0;t = − u0;xxx + 3u20u0;x + 3u12u0;x + 3u12;xu0. (1b)
is the bosonic limit of the N=2 supersymmetric a=1 Korteweg–de Vries equation [19]: to obtain
system (1) from the super-equation, one sets equal to zero the two fermionic components u1,
u2 of the superfield u that contains N=2 Grassmann variables θ1 and θ2. The parent N=2
SKdV equation with a=1 belongs to the triplet a ∈ {−2, 1, 4} of completely integrable cases,
see [19, 20]. The issue of integrability at a=1 is difficult, compared to the well-studied cases
a= − 2 and a=4 (e.g., see [21] and [22], also [23]). The three super-systems share the second
2 The choice of sign for the coefficient u12 = −u12 reflects the freedom of order, θ1θ2 ⊗ u12 = θ2θ1 ⊗ u12, in the
superfield expansion u = 1⊗u0+ θ1⊗u1+ θ2⊗u2+ θ1θ2⊗u12, where θ1θ2 = −θ2θ1 is the product of Grassmann
variables.
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Hamiltonian operator Ja=−2,1,42 , whereas the first Hamiltonian structure J
a=1
1 for the case a=1
is highly non-local. Kersten and Sorin obtained it in [24] by factorising the recursion super-
operator R = Ja=−2,1,42 ◦
(
Ja=11
)−1
, thus solving P. Mathieu’s Open problem 5 from [21] at least
formally. (It still remains to verify that the non-local super-operator Ja=11 is skew-adjoint and
endows the tower of super-Hamiltonians with the Poisson bracket; it remains also to inspect
whether the symmetries of the a=1 SKdV equation produced by such mapping R remain
local.) It is clear however that the bosonic-limit system (1) inherits the bi-Hamiltonian structure(
Ja=11
∣∣
Fermi:=0
, Ja=−2,1,42
∣∣
Fermi:=0
)
from the parent super-equation.
To the best of our knowledge, the study of standard geometric structures related to (1)
was initiated by Krasil’shchik and Kersten in [25] and continued in [5], where the proper
reduction of the second Hamiltonian structure for P. Mathieu’s N=2 SKdV super-equation was
re-discovered; a recursion operator for symmetries of (1) was obtained via the introduction of
suitable nonlocalities, c.f. [26] in this context. (Let us note that the coefficients of that recursion
operator depend on the new nonlocal variables so that the locality of such operator’s output is
arguable; yet it could well be that system (1) is but a precursor to the larger model with physical
applications.) Around the same time, Karasu-Kalkanlı et al. [27] approached system (1) with
the Painleve´ test, performing the singularity analysis, and constructed an sl3(C)-valued zero-
curvature representation αKK1 for (1). We shall use this Lie algebra-valued one-form for solving
the Gardner’s deformation problem of recursive production of Hamiltonians for the hierarchy of
the Krasil’shchik–Kersten system.
Our approach is based on the earlier work [28, 29], see also [16, 17, 30] and [18]. By
understanding that zero-curvature representations and Gardner’s deformations are structures of
the same nature within the nonlocal geometry of PDE, we reformulate the Gardner deformation
problem for Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system in terms of construction of parameter-dependent
families of new ‘nonlocal’ variables. We require that these nonlocalities reproduce the classical
Gardner deformation from [1] under the shrinking of extension (1) for the Korteweg–de Vries
equation back to
u12;t = −u12;xxx − 6u12u12;x ⇐⇒ u12;t = −u12;xxx + 6u12u12;x for u12 = −u12. (2)
We discover that the nonlocalities which encode the gauge class of parameter-dependent zero-
curvature representation from [27] are a key to solution of the problem: they yield the recurrence
relation between the hierarchy of integrals of motion for the Krasil’shchik–Kersten system.
2. Basic concept
Let us recall the definitions (see [6, 13, 31] and [32] for detail); this material is standard so we
now fix some notation and review the concept.
2.1. The geometry of infinite jet space J∞(π)
Let Mn be a smooth real n-dimensional orientable manifold. Consider a smooth vector bundle
π : En+m → Mn with m-dimensional fibres; let us construct the space J∞(π) of infinite jets
of sections for π. Let µk
x0
Γ(π) be the space of (local) sections s ∈ Γ(π) such that all partial
derivatives of s up to and including order k > 0 vanish at a point x0 ∈Mn:
µk
x0
Γ(π) =
{
s ∈ Γ(π)
∣∣∣ ∂|σ|s
∂xσ
(x0) = 0 for all σ such that 0 6 |σ| 6 k
}
;
by convention, the zeroth-order derivative of any function is the function itself. The rules
for transformation of first- and higher-order derivatives under local reparametrisations of the
independent variables x = (x1, . . . , xn) in a chart U ⊆Mn imply that the space µk
x0
Γ(π) is well
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defined — in a coordinate-free way. Consider the quotient space of equivalence classes of (local)
sections near a point x0,
Jk
x0
(π) = Γ(π)/µk
x0
Γ(π).
The space Jk(π) of kth jets of sections for the vector bundle π is the union
Jk(π) =
⋃
x0∈Mn
Jk
x0
(π),
naturally equipped with the smooth manifold structure. The infinite jet space J∞(π) is the
projective limit
J∞(π) = lim
←−
k→+∞
Jk(π).
A convenient organisation of local coordinates on J∞(π) is as follows: let xi be some coordinate
system on a chart in the baseMn and denote by uj the fibre coordinates in the bundle π so that
the variables uj play the roˆle of unknowns; one obtains the collection ujσ of jet variables along
fibres of the vector bundle J∞(π) → Mn (here |σ| > 0 and uj∅ ≡ uj). In particular, we have
that n = 2, m = 1, x1 = x, x2 = t, u1 = u12 for KdV equation (2) and n = 2, m = 2, x
1 = x,
x2 = t, u1 = u12, u
2 = u0 for Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system (1).
Define the ring of smooth function on J∞(π) as the inductive limit
C∞(J∞(π)) =
{
f : J∞(π)→ R | f ∈ C∞(Mn) or ∃k ∈ N>0 such that f ∈ C∞(Jk(π))
}
.
For a function from C∞(J∞(π)) we denote by [u] its differential dependence on finitely many
coordinates along the fibre of the infinite jet bundle over Mn: such differential order can be
arbitrarily large but it is always finite. In this setup, the total derivatives Dxi are the commuting
vector fields
Dxi =
∂
∂xi
+
m∑
j=1
∑
|σ|>0
ujσ∪{i}
∂
∂ujσ
on J∞(π). Let us denote the total derivatives also by d
dxi
, making no distinction between the
two ways of notation.
Let us impose some mild restrictions on the class of PDEs which we deal with and which are
given in local coordinates by using the relations3
E =
{
F ℓ(xi, uj , . . . , ujσℓ) = 0, ℓ = 1, . . . , r <∞, 0 < |σℓ| 6 K <∞
}
. (3)
3 It is very well known that the differential order of a (system of partial) differential equation(s) can depend on a
choice of the jet space in which the equation(s) is – or are – realised by using the jet fibre coordinates. For example,
the second -order equation E ′ = {uxx = 0} ⊂ J
2(pi′ : R× R→ R) is obviously equivalent to the first-order system
E ′′ = {ux = v, vx = 0} ⊂ J
1(pi′′ : R × R2 → R). Therefore, one can safely think that K = 1 in (3) whenever
the surjectivity E∞ → JK−1(pi) is required to outline the class of “good” differential equations (see below). At
the same time, the realisation of Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system and Korteweg–de Vries’ equation by using (1)
and (2) of differential order three also makes no harm.
Let us emphasize that in this paper, we operate with the covering structures over PDEs E by viewing them
not just as larger systems E˜ of equations satisfying some properties (see Definition 3 on p. 8 below) but as the
structures indeed; the coverings are built over the underlying systems E that are given in advance. In other words,
the formal integrability and other requirements which we describe on pp. 4–5 refer to the systems E and their
prolongations (specifically, to system (1) and equation (2)). But the key idea of the reasoning that follows is the
use of several algebraic realisations for the covering structures over E . By this we avoid a necessity to re-write – in
terms of a larger system of differential order one – the covering equation E˜ formed by third-order Korteweg–de
Vries’ equation (2) and by rules (10) to differentiate the nonlocality (here, of order one for (10a) and order two
for (10b)). Leaving the details of that particular example to a curious reader, we thank the referee for addressing
this issue.
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Namely, we study only (systems of) partial differential equations4 which are formally integrable
(cf. [6, 13] and [33] by Goldschmidt); this class of PDEs E is defined as follows. By
definition, put E(0) = E . For every given PDE system (3) consider its differential consequences
E(k) = {Dτ (F ℓ) = 0 | |τ | 6 k > 0} for all admissible ℓ. Let us assume that at each
k > 0, all these differential-algebraic relations determine a smooth submanifold in JK+k(π)
such that the projection E(k) → E(k−1) yields a fibre bundle. Suppose further that the
inverse limit proj limk→∞ E(k) = E∞ is a smooth submanifold in J∞(π); the object E∞ is
called the infinite prolongation5 of the underlying PDE system E ⊆ JK(π). Without loss
of generality, let us assume that the mapping E∞ → Mn under π∞,−∞ : J∞(π) → Mn is onto
(otherwise, shrink the base manifoldMn); assume also that the projection E∞ → JK−1(π) under
π∞,K−1 : J
∞(π)→ JK−1(π) is a surjection as well.6 By imposing some geometric conditions on
the symbols of such PDEs, Goldschmidt proves in [33, Theorem 9.1] that formally integrable
PDE systems with (locally-) analytic left-hand sides do possess (local-) analytic solutions for all
Cauchy’s data.7
For evolutionary PDE systems (e.g., for equation (2) and system (1)) the spatial derivatives
ui;∅ ≡ ui, ui;x, ui;xx, . . . of all orders together with the independent variable(s) x and time t
constitute the collection of convenient internal coordinates on the set E∞, which is readily seen to
be a smooth submanifold in J∞(π). Let us denote by D¯xi the restrictions of total derivatives Dxi
to the infinite prolongation E∞. Thanks to the assumptions which were made in the preceding
paragraph, these vector fields are tangent to the nonsingular submanifold E∞ ⊂ J∞(π),
spanning the Cartan distribution C ⊂ TE∞ on it. At every point θ∞ ∈ E∞ the tangent
space Tθ∞E∞ splits in a direct sum of two subspaces. The one which is spanned by the
Cartan distribution on E∞ is horizontal and the other is vertical, forming the kernel of the
differential of the projection E∞ → Mn; we have that Tθ∞E∞ = Cθ∞ ⊕ Vθ∞E∞. We denote
by Λ1,0(E∞) = Ann C and Λ0,1(E∞) = AnnV E∞ the C∞(E∞)-modules of contact and horizontal
one-forms which vanish on C and V E∞, respectively. Denote further by Λr(E∞) the C∞(E∞)-
module of r-forms on E∞. There is a natural decomposition Λr(E∞) = ⊕q+p=r Λp,q(E∞),
where Λp,q(E∞) = ∧p Λ1,0(E∞) ∧∧q Λ0,1(E∞). This implies that the de Rham differential d¯
on E∞ is subjected to the decomposition d¯ = d¯h+ d¯C , where d¯h : Λp,q(E∞)→ Λp,q+1(E∞) is the
horizontal differential and d¯C : Λ
p,q(E∞)→ Λp+1,q(E∞) is the vertical differential. Let f(xj, [u])
be a function (of finite differential order) on the infinite prolongation E∞. The horizontal
differential d¯h acts on it by the rule f 7→
∑n
i=1 D¯xi(f) dx
i. This formula’s extension to the spaces
Λ0,q(E∞) of horizontal q-forms is immediate: for any η = f(xj, [u]) dxi1 ∧ . . .∧dxiq we have that
d¯h(η) =
∑n
i=1 D¯xi(f) dx
i ∧ dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxiq ∈ Λ0,q+1(E∞). For p > 0, the action of horizontal
differential d¯h on the space Λ
p,q(E∞) of differential forms containing p Cartan’s differentials is
highly nontrivial8 (see [9, 10], also [15]). However, in this paper we deal with the forms that
4 We shall primarily deal with the evolutionary systems of KdV-type, equipping them further with the geometric
structures such as the nonlocalities, or coverings (see Definition 3 on p. 8).
5 A geometric distinction between the smooth submanifold E∞ ⊆ J∞(pi) and its description by using the
smooth left-hand sides in the infinite system Dτ (F
ℓ) = 0 is that the latter is always defined yet it can describe
the empty set. For instance, consider the overdetermined equation E = {uxx = 1, uy = x
2} for which
(uxx)y = 0 6= 2 = (uy)xx. Admitting the slightest abuse of language, we shall make no distinction between
the geometric objects E∞ and their algebraic descriptions.
6 For example, the equation E = {vx = u, vy = u} can be solved only if the compatibility condition vxy = vyx is
satisfied, thus ux = uy is the constraint due to which the projection from E
(1) down to E is not onto, hence not a
vector bundle.
7 The books [6, 13] contain an extensive study of the properties which partial differential equations – not only
evolutionary – must have in order to admit formal solutions and possess infinitesimal symmetries.
8 The horizontal differential d¯h acts on the spaces Λ
p,q(E∞) of differential forms via the graded Leibniz rule; its
application to Cartan’s forms d¯C(u
j
σ) is deduced from the identity d¯
2 = 0 for the de Rham differential d¯ = d¯h+d¯C
on E∞. Specifically, from d¯2h = d¯h ◦ d¯C + d¯C ◦ d¯h = d¯
2
C = 0 one infers that d¯h ◦ d¯C = −d¯C ◦ d¯h, thus reducing the
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contain no Cartan’s differentials. By definition, we put Λ¯(E∞) =⊕q>0Λ0,q(E∞) and we denote
by H
n
(E∞) the senior d¯h-cohomology group (also called senior horizontal cohomology).
A conserved current η for the system E is the continuity equation
n∑
i=1
D¯xi(ηi)
.
= 0 on E∞,
where the symbol
.
= denotes the equality by virtue of the system E and its differential conse-
quences. The quantities ηi(x
j , [uk]) convene to the d¯h-closed horizontal (n− 1)-form
η =
n∑
i=1
(−1)i+1ηi · dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ d̂xi ∧ . . . ∧ dxn ∈ Λ¯n−1(π),
in which the wedge factors d̂xi are omitted; the conservation of the current η is the equality
d¯h(η)
.
= 0 on E∞. The coefficient ηn is called the conserved density and coefficients η1, . . . , ηn−1
are the flux components. By definition, a current η is trivial if it is d¯h-exact: η = d¯h(ξ) for
some (n − 2)-form ξ on E∞ (here n > 2). A conservation law ∫ η ∈ Hn−1(E∞) for an equation
E is the equivalence class of conserved currents η taken modulo globally defined9 exact forms
d¯hξ ∈
∫
0. In other words, two conserved currents η1 and η2 are equivalent if they differ by a
trivial current: η1 − η2 = d¯hξ. We denote by Hn−1(E∞) the (n − 1)th horizontal cohomology
group for E∞, that is, the set of equivalence classes of conserved currents which is equipped with
the structure of Abelian group.
2.2. Gardner’s deformations
Definition 1 ([1, 17, 18]). Let E = {ut = f(x, [u])} be a system of evolution equations (in
particular, a completely integrable system). Suppose E(ε) = {u˜t = fε(x, [u˜], ε) | fε ∈ im ddx}
is a deformation of E such that at each point ε ∈ I of an interval I ⊆ R there is the Miura
contraction mε = {u = u([u˜], ε)} : E(ε)→ E . Then the pair (E(ε),mε) is the (classical) Gardner
deformation for the system E .
Under the assumption that E(ε) be in the form of a conserved current, the Taylor coefficients
u˜(k) of the formal power series u˜ =
∑+∞
k=0 u˜
(k) · εk are termwise conserved on E(ε) and hence
action of d¯h to the case when it has already been defined. In brief, the formula d¯h =
∑
i
dxi∧ D¯xi means that the
vector fields D¯xi proceed by the Leibniz rule over the argument’s wedge factors, acting on each factor – pushed
leftmost – via the Lie derivative.
9 Let us exclude – from the future consideration – the topological conservation laws (which arise from the geometry
of the bundle pi or from the topology Hn−1(E∞) 6= 0 of the PDE system at hand, cf. [6] or [31]). This is legitimate
for the geometry of Korteweg–de Vries’ equation and Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system under study; we have that
the vector bundles pi : Rn × Rm → Rn =:Mn are topologically trivial in the both cases.
The referee recalls that the requirement for a trivial current d¯h(ξ) to be globally defined does not exclude a
possibility for existence of the topological conservation laws. For example, let the n-dimensional base manifoldMn
be such that its (n − 1)th de Rham cohomology group is nonzero; now pick any closed differential (n − 1)-
form ω on Mn such that the de Rham cohomology class of ω is nonzero. Next, construct the trivial bundle
pi : Mn × R → Mn with a coordinate u in the fibre, and postulate the PDE E = {u = 0} so that the section
u = 0 is its only solution. Then E∞ ∼=Mn, and one can regard ω as a horizontal (n− 1)-form on E∞. Note that,
specifically to this example, the horizontal differential d¯h on E
∞ ∼=Mn is equal to the usual de Rham differential, so
that d¯h(ω) = 0. Since the de Rham cohomology class of ω is nonzero, there does not exist a globally defined form ξ
on Mn ∼= E∞ satisfying d¯h(ξ) = ω. (Let us note that the globally defined topological conserved current ω on E
∞
is not trivial by the definition of cohomology.) The referee concludes that the conservation law
∫
ω ∈ H
n−1
(E∞)
is topological because it depends only on the topology of E∞ ∼= Mn. However, all of this is irrelevant to the
problem that we deal with in this paper.
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on E . Therefore, the contraction mε yields the recurrence relations, ordered by the powers of ε,
between these densities u˜(k), while the equality E(0) = E specifies the initial condition for those
relations.
Example 1 ([2]). The contraction
mε =
{
u12 = u˜12 ± εu˜12;x − ε2u˜212
}
(4a)
maps solutions u˜12(x, t; ε) of the extended equation
E(ε) = {u˜12;t + (u˜12;xx + 3u˜212 − 2ε2 · u˜312)x = 0}, (4b)
to solutions u12(x, t) of the Korteweg–de Vries equation
E = {u12;t = −u12;xxx − 6u12u12;x}. (2)
Plugging the series u˜12 =
∑+∞
k=0 u
(k)
12 · εk into expression (4a) for u˜12, we obtain the chain of
equations ordered by powers of ε,
u12 =
+∞∑
k=0
u˜
(k)
12 · εk ± u˜(k)12;x · εk+1 −
∑
i+j=k
i,j≥0
u˜
(i)
12 u˜
(j)
12 · εk+2.
Let us fix the plus sign in (4a) by reversing ε→ −ε if necessary. Equating the coefficients of εk,
we obtain the relations
u = u˜
(0)
12 , 0 = u˜
(1)
12 + u˜
(0)
12;x, 0 = u˜
(k)
12 + u˜
(k−1)
12;x −
∑
i+j=k−2
i,j≥0
u˜
(i)
12 u˜
(j)
12 , k ≥ 2.
Hence, from the initial condition u˜
(0)
12 = u12 we recursively generate the densities
u˜
(1)
12 = −u12;x, u˜(2)12 = u12;xx − u212, u˜(3)12 = −u12;xxx + 4u12;xu12,
u˜
(4)
12 = u12;4x − 6u12;xxu12 − 5u212;x + 2u312,
u˜
(5)
12 = −u12;5x + 8u12;xxxu12 + 18u12;xxu12;x − 16u12;xu212,
u˜
(6)
12 = u12;6x − 10u12;4xu12 − 28u12;xxxu12;x − 19u212;xx + 30u12;xxu212 + 50u212;xu12 − 5u412,
u˜
(7)
12 = −u12;7x + 12u12;5xu12 + 40u12;4xu12;x + 68u12;xxxu12;xx − 48u12;xxxu212
− 216u12;xxu12;xu12 − 60u312;x + 64u12;xu312, etc.
The conservation u˜12;t =
d
dx
(·) implies that each coefficient u˜(k)12 is conserved on (2), and one
proves easily that the densities u˜
(2k)
12 with even indexes 2k ∈ 2N>0 determine the hierarchy of
nontrivial conservation laws for the Korteweg–de Vries equation ([1, 2] vs [3]).
2.3. Zero-curvature representations
Let G be a finite-dimensional matrix complex Lie group and g be its Lie algebra. Consider the
tensor product g⊗R Λ¯(E∞) of g with the exterior algebra Λ¯(E∞) =
⊕
i Λ
0,i(E∞). The product
is endowed with the bracket
[A⊗ µ,B ⊗ ν] = [A,B]⊗ µ ∧ ν
7
for A,B ∈ g and µ, ν ∈ Λ¯(E∞). Define the operator d¯h that acts on elements of g ⊗ Λ¯(E∞) by
the rule
d¯h(A⊗ µ) = A⊗ d¯hµ,
where the horizontal differential d¯h in the right-hand side is already defined (see p. 5). Elements
of g⊗ C∞(E∞) are called g-matrices [32].
Definition 2 ([32, 34]). A horizontal 1-form α ∈ g⊗ Λ¯1(E∞) is called a g-valued zero-curvature
representation (ZCR) for the equation E if the Maurer–Cartan condition,
d¯hα
.
= 12 [α,α], (5)
holds by virtue of E and its differential consequences.
Example 2. The sl2(C)-valued zero-curvature representation α
KdV
1 = Adx + B dt for KdV
equation (2),
αKdV1 =
(
0 λ− u12
1 0
)
dx+
( −u12;x −4λ2 + 2λu12 + 2u212 + u12;xx
−4λ− 2u12 u12;x
)
dt, (6)
is known from the paper [35].
Recall that g is the Lie algebra of a given Lie group G, see above. Elements of C∞(E∞, G),
i.e., G-valued functions on E∞, are called G-matrices. Let α and α′ be g-valued zero-
curvature representations, then α and α′ are called gauge-equivalent if there exists a G-matrix
S ∈ C∞(E∞, G) such that
α′ = d¯hS · S−1 + S · α · S−1 =: αS . (7)
Not only that the notions of Gardner’s deformations and zero-curvature representations are
intimately related but moreover, the idea of gauge equivalence allows us to revise, simplify, and
solve the deformation problem for (1).
2.4. Differential coverings
We now recall the definition of differential covering over (the infinite prolongation of) a given
PDE system E . This notion brings together the procedure of Gardner’s deformations and
the construction of zero-curvature representations, allowing – in principle – to interpret both
of them in terms of new, larger set of differential equations that contains E as sub-system.
(By construction, the new differential equations will not necessarily be evolutionary even if the
system E is.) Let us remark however that in this text, the coverings over evolution equations are
viewed and operated with as differential-geometric structures over the underlying systems (1-2)
of KdV-type.10 More specifically, the covering structures will be described by using matrix Lie
groups and algebras and by using Lie subalgebras in the algebras of vector fields on some fibre
bundles over the manifolds E∞.
Definition 3 ([6, 36]). A covering (or differential covering) over a formally integrable equation E
is another (usually, larger) system of partial differential equations E˜ endowed with the n-
dimensional Cartan distribution C˜ and such that there is a mapping τ : E˜ → E∞ for which
at each point θ of the manifold E˜ , the tangent map τ∗,θ is an isomorphism of the plane C˜θ to the
Cartan plane Cτ(θ) at the point τ(θ) in E∞.
10This approach is highlighted by using the notation: nominally realised as differential equations, the coverings’
total spaces E˜ fibre over the infinite prolongations E∞ of evolutionary systems.
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The construction of a covering over E means the introduction of new variables in such a way
that the compatibility of their mixed derivatives is valid by virtue of the underlying E∞. In
practice (see [31]), it is the rules to differentiate the new variable(s) which are specified in a
consistent way; this implies that those new variables acquire the nature of nonlocalities if their
derivatives are local but the variables themselves are not (e.g., consider the potential v =
∫
u12 dx
satisfying vx = u12 and vt = −u12;xx−3u212 for the KdV equation u12;t+u12;xxx+6u12u12;x = 0).
Whenever the covering is indeed realised as the fibre bundle τ : E˜ → E , the forgetful map τ
discards the nonlocalities.
In these terms, zero-curvature representations and Gardner’s deformations are coverings
of special kinds11 (see Examples 3 and 6 below). Each zero-curvature representation with
coefficients belonging to a matrix Lie algebra determines a (linear) covering, whereas each
covering with fibre W can be regarded as a zero-curvature representation whose coefficients
take values in the Lie algebra of vector fields on W . Indeed, let x1, . . ., xn be the independent
variables in a given PDE and D¯xi be the corresponding total derivative operators. Then the
zero-curvature representations and coverings are described by the same equation (5),
[D¯xi +Ai, D¯xj +Aj ]
.
= 0, 1 6 i < j 6 n.
In the case of zero-curvature representations, the coefficients Ai and Aj are functions on E∞
taking values in a Lie algebra. In the case of coverings, the objects Ai and Aj are vertical vector
fields on the covering manifold. This correspondence between zero-curvature representations
and coverings very often allows one to transfer results on ZCRs to results on coverings and vice
versa, see [29, 38] and [39, 40] for detail.
The use of geometric similarity of the two notions allows us to construct new Gardner’s
deformations from known zero-curvature representations that take values in finite-dimensional
complex Lie algebras.12
Example 3 (Zero-curvature representations as coverings). Let g := sl2(C) as in Example 2 and
introduce the standard basis e, h, f in g so that
[e, h] = −2e, [e, f ] = h, [f, h] = 2f.
Let us consider the matrix representation
ρ : sl2(C)→ {A ∈ Mat(2, 2)| trA = 0}
of g and, simultaneously, its representation ̺ in the space of vector fields with polynomial
coefficients on the complex line with the coordinate w:
ρ(e) =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, ρ(h) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, ρ(f) =
(
0 0
1 0
)
,
̺(e) = 1 · ∂/∂w, ̺(h) = −2w · ∂/∂w, ̺(f) = −w2 · ∂/∂w.
11The link between zero-curvature representations and recursion operators is discussed in the papers [26, 37].
12Whenever the vector field realisation of a covering structure over E∞ is given a priori, the problem of
reconstruction and recognition of a Lie algebra that could determine that covering is nontrivial; e.g., take the
vector fields that encode a Gardner deformation for E in terms of a covering over its infinite prolongation. Suppose
for definition that the coefficients of these vector fields are polynomial in the nonlocal variables. Then, as soon
as one starts taking the fields’ iterated commutators, either they close to a manifestly finite-dimensional Lie
subalgebra in the Lie algebra of vector fields on the covering’s fibre — or the degrees of such polynomials grow
infinitely. In that situation, the polynomials of different degrees determine linearly independent elements within a
basis of the generated Lie subalgebra in the Lie algebra of all vector fields on the fibres. For example, such is the
case of Gardner’s deformation for the Kaup–Boussinesq equation [41]. However, there still remain two possible
options: either the Lie algebra realised by using all the commutator-generated vector fields is truly infinite-di-
mensional or there is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra such that the vector fields on the covering’s fibres provide
its infinite-dimensional representation.
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Let us decompose the matrices Ai ∈ C∞(E∞)⊗g, occurring in the zero-curvature representation
α =
∑
iAi dx
i, with respect to the basis in the space ρ(g):
Ai = a
(i)
e ⊗ ρ(e) + a(i)h ⊗ ρ(h) + a(i)f ⊗ ρ(f) for a(i)j ∈ C∞(E∞).
To construct the covering E˜ over E∞ with a new fibre variable w (the ‘nonlocality’), we switch
from the representation ρ to ̺. We thus obtain the map
Ai 7→ VAi (8)
that takes the g-matrices Ai to the vector fields
VAi = a
(i)
e ⊗ ̺(e) + a(i)h ⊗ ̺(h) + a(i)f ⊗ ̺(f);
the prolongations of total derivatives Dxi to E˜ are now defined by the formula
D˜xi = Dxi − VAi . (9)
The extended derivatives act on the nonlocal variable w as follows,
D˜xiw = dw (−VAi).
We shall use this approach in the construction of the covering in Example 4, see below.
Remark 1. The commutativity
[
D˜xi , D˜xj
]
= 0 of prolonged total derivatives for all i 6= j is
equivalent to Maurer–Cartan’s equation (5). Indeed, we have that
0 = [D˜xi , D˜xj ] = [Dxi − VAi ,Dxj − VAj ] = [Dxi ,Dxj ]− [Dxi , VAj ]− [VAj ,Dxj ] + [VAi , VAj ] =
= −VD
xi
Ai + VDxjAi + V[Ai,Aj ] = VDxjAi−DxiAj+[Ai,Aj ] ⇔ DxjAi −DxiAj + [Ai, Aj ] = 0.
This motivates our choice of the minus sign in (9).
Example 4 (One-dimensional covering over the KdV equation). One obtains the covering over
the KdV equation from the zero-curvature representation αKdV1 (see Example 2 on p. 8) by using
the realisation of Lie algebra sl2(C) in the space of vector fields. Applying (8), we construct the
following vector fields with the nonlocal variable w:
VA = −(u12 + w2 − λ) ∂∂w ,
VB = −
(−u12;xx − 2u212 − 2λu12 + 4λ2 − 2u12;xw − (2u12 + 4λ)w2) ∂∂w .
The prolongations of total derivatives act on the nonlocality w by the rules
wx = u12 + w
2 − λ, (10a)
wt = −u12;xx − 2u212 − 2λu12 + 4λ2 − 2u12;xw − (2u12 + 4λ)w2. (10b)
This yields the one-dimensional covering over KdV equation (2).
Example 5 (The projective substitution and nonlinear realisations of Lie algebras in the spaces
of vector fields [30, 39, 40]). Let N be a (k0+1)-dimensional manifold.
13 Because the reasoning
13The realisation scheme which we outline here can be translated verbatim into supergeometry of superma-
nifolds N of superdimension (k0 + 1|k1) and zero-curvature representations with values in Lie superalgeb-
ras g ⊆ gl(k0 + 1|k1).
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is local, consider a chart U ⊆ N equipped with a (k0+1)-tuple of rectifying coordinates v = (v0,
. . . , vk0) that establish a one-to-one correspondence between the points of U in N and a domain
in the vector space Rk0+1. By definition, put
∂v = (∂v0 , . . . , ∂vk0 )
t.
Second, let g ⊆ gl(k0 + 1) be a Lie algebra (see footnote 13 again). Take any matrix g ∈ g and
represent it in the space of linear vector fields on the domain in Rk0+1 by using the formula
g 7−→ Vg = vg∂v .
By construction, the linear vector field representation g 7→ Vg of the matrix Lie algebra g
preserves all the commutation relations in it,
[Vg, Vh] = [vg∂v ,vh∂v] = v[g, h]∂v = V[g,h], h, g ∈ g.
The problem we are solving now is the realisation of matrix Lie algebra g by using vector fields
with (non)linear coefficients. To begin with, fix a nonzero constant µ ∈ R; without loss of
generality suppose v0 6= 0. Consider the locally defined mapping p : Rk0+1 → Rk0 that takes
every point v = (v0, . . ., vk0) from the domain at hand to the point (w1, . . . , wk0) ∈ Rk0 , where
wi =
µvi
v0
, 1 6 i 6 k0.
The differential dpv : TvR
k0+1 → Tp(v)Rk0 at the point v ∈ Rk0+1 acts on the basic vectors from
the (k0 + 1)-tuple ∂v as follows,
dpv
(
∂
∂v0
)
=
k0∑
j=1
∂wj
∂v0
∂
∂wj
=
k0∑
j=1
− µv
j
(v0)2
∂
∂wj
,
dpv
(
∂
∂vi
)
=
k0∑
j=1
∂wj
∂vi
∂
∂wj
=
µ
v0
∂
∂wi
, 1 6 i 6 k0.
Using these formulae, let us calculate the action of differential dpv on the linear vector field Vg
at the point v in the domain:
dpv(Vg) = dpv

 k0∑
i,j=0
vigij∂
j
v

 = k0∑
i=0
vigi0
k0∑
j=1
(
− µv
j
(v0)2
∂
∂wj
)
+
k0∑
i=0
k0∑
j=1
vigij
µ
v0
∂
∂wj
=
k0∑
i=0
µvi
v0
gi0

− 1
µ
k0∑
j=1
µvj
v0
∂
∂wj

+ k0∑
i=0
k0∑
j=1
µvi
v0
gij
∂
∂wj
= µg00

− 1
µ
k0∑
j=1
wj
∂
∂wj

+ k0∑
i=1
wigi0

− 1
µ
k0∑
j=1
wj
∂
∂wj

+ k0∑
j=1
µg0j
∂
∂wj
+
k0∑
i=1
k0∑
j=1
wigij
∂
∂wj
,
where ∂jv is the jth element of the tuple ∂v. By definition, put
w = (µ,w1, . . . , wk0), ∂w =

− 1
µ
k0∑
j=1
wj
∂
∂wj
,
∂
∂w1
, . . . ,
∂
∂wk0

t .
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We conclude that the vector field Xg = dp (Vg) is expressed by the formula
Xg = wg∂w. (11)
Generally speaking, the vector field Xg on the respective subset of the target space R
k0 is
nonlinear with respect to the variables w0, . . ., wk0 . Nevertheless, the commutation relations
between vector fields of such type are inherited from the relations in Lie algebra g ∋ g, h:
[Xg,Xh] = [dp (Vg),dp (Vh)]
(∗)
= dp ([Vg, Vh]) = dp (V[g,h]) = X[g,h],
see Appendix A for an explicit proof of equality (∗). Take Xg for the representation ̺(g)
of elements g of Lie algebra g; now that the representation ̺ is specified, either leave the
parameter µ free or set it equal to any convenient nonzero constant. We refer to [39, 40] for
other examples of realisations of Lie algebras by using vector fields.
For the sake of definition let us take k0 = 1 so that w
1 = w for n = 2 with x1 = x and x2 = t;
set µ = 1. Using the representation ̺, we construct the prolongations of total derivatives,
D˜x = D¯x + wx
∂
∂w
, D˜t = D¯t + wt
∂
∂w
,
and inspect the way in which they act on the nonlocal variable w along W :
wx = D¯x dw, wt = D¯t dw.
We thus obtain a one-dimensional covering τ : E˜ =W × E∞ → E∞ with nonlocal variable w.
We claim that Gardner’s deformation (4) and zero-curvature representation (2) for KdV
equation (2) determine the coverings which are related by using an SL(2,C)-valued gauge
transformation.
Example 6 (The covering which is based on Gardner’s deformation). Consider the Gardner
deformation of Korteweg–de Vries equation (2),
mε =
{
u12 = u˜12 − εu˜12;x − ε2u˜212
}
: Eε → E0, (4a)
Eε =
{
u˜12;t = −(u˜12;xx + 3u˜212 − 2ε2u˜312)x
}
, (4b)
Expressing u˜12;x from (4a) and substituting it in (4b), we obtain the one-dimensional covering
over the KdV equation,
u˜12;x =
1
ε
(u˜12 − u12)− εu˜212, (12a)
u˜12;t =
1
ε
(u12;xx + 2u
2
12) +
1
ε2
u12;x +
1
ε3
u12 +
(
−2u12;x − 2
ε
u12 − 1
ε3
)
u˜12 +
(
2εu12 +
1
ε
)
u˜212,
(12b)
From this covering we derive the sl2(C)-valued zero-curvature representation for (2):
αKdV2 =
(
1
2ε
u12
ε
−ε − 12ε
)
dx+
(
u12;x +
1
εu12 +
1
2ε3
−1ε (u12;xx + 2u212)− 1ε2u12;x − 1ε3u12
2εu12 +
1
ε −u12;x − 1εu12 − 12ε3
)
dt. (13)
The gauge transformation between zero-curvature representations (6) and (13) is given by the
group element
S =
(
i/
√
ε i/(2ε
√
ε)
0 −i√ε
)
, (14)
where we set λ = 1
4ε2
to match the spectral parameter λ in (6) and Gardner’s deformation
parameter ε.
Let us apply the same construction to Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system (1) and by this, derive
the recurrence relation between the integrals of motion in its hierarchy.
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3. The deformation of Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system
From the paper [27] we know that Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system (1) admits the sl3(C)-valued
zero-curvature representation αKK1 = A
KK
1 dx+B
KK
1 dt, where
AKK1 =

η u12 − u20 + 9η2 u01 η 0
0 6ηu0 −2η

 ,
BKK1 =

 b11 b12 −18η2u0 − 3ηu0;x − u0;xx + u30 + 2u0u12−36η2 + u20 + 2u12 −b11 − 72η3 − 6ηu20 −6ηu0 − u0;x
−36η2u0 + 6ηu0;x b32 72η3 − 6ηu20

 ;
the elements b11, b12, and b32 of the matrix B
KK
1 are as follows:
b11 = − 36η3 + 3ηu20 + u0;xu0 + u12;x,
b12 = − 324η4 + 9η2(u20 − 2u12)− u0;xxu0 − u20;x − u12;xx − u40 − u20u12 + 2u212,
b32 = − 108η3u0 + 18η2u0;x + 6η(−u0;xx + u30 + 2u0u12).
Let us find the matrix SKK ∈ SL3(C) →֒ C∞(E∞, SL3(C)) of the gauge transformation that
makes the classical formulae by Gardner a part of the covering over system (1). By definition,
we put ε = η2 in (14). Next, let us enlarge the old group SL(2,C) for equation (2) to the gauge
group SL(3,C) of zero-curvature representation αKK1 for system (1). We set
SKK =

iη−1 12iη−3 00 −iη 0
0 0 1

 .
Applying the gauge transformation SKK to the zero-curvature representation αKK1 , we obtain
the gauge-equivalent zero-curvature representation αKK2 := (α
KK
1 )
SKK = AKK2 dx + B
KK
2 dt for
Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system (1):
AKK2 =

23η−2 u20 − u12 iη−1u0−1 −13η−2 0
0 iη−1u0 −13η−2

 ,
BKK2 =

 b11 b12 b13−u20 − 2u12 + η−4 −u0;xu0 − u12;x − η−2u12 + 13η−6 iη−1u0;x + iη−3u0
−iη−1u0;x + iη−3u0 η−1(−iu0;xx + iu30 + 2iu0u12) −η−2u20 + 13η−6

 ,
where the elements b11, b12, and b13 of the matrix B
KK
2 are as follows:
b11 = u0;xu0 + u12;x + η
−2(u20 + u12)− 23η−6,
b12 = u0;xxu0 + u
2
0;x + u12;xx + u
4
0 + u
2
0u12 − 2u212 + η−2(u0;xu0 + u12;x) + η−4u12,
b13 = η
−1(−iu0;xx + iu30 + 2iu0u12)− iη−3u0;x − iη−5u0.
Recalling that formula (11) yields the representation of matrices AKK2 and B
KK
2 in terms of vector
fields, from the zero-curvature representation αKK2 we obtain the two-dimensional covering over
Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system (1). Denoting the new nonlocal variables by u˜0 and u˜12, we have
that their derivatives with respect to the spatial variable x and time t are equal to
u˜0;x = − u˜0u˜12 − iη−1u0 + η−2u˜0, (15a)
u˜12;x = − u˜212 − u20 + u12 − iη−1u˜0u0 + η−2u˜12, (15b)
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and
u˜0;t = u˜0(u0;xu0 + u12;x − u˜12u20 − 2u˜12u12) + η−1(iu0;xx − iu0;xu˜20 − iu0;xu˜12 − iu30 − 2iu0u12)
+ η−2u˜0(2u
2
0 + u12) + η
−3(iu0;x + iu˜
2
0u0 − iu˜12u0) + η−4u˜0u˜12 + iη−5u0 − η−6u˜0,
(15c)
u˜12;t = − u0;xxu0 − u20;x + 2u0;xu˜12u0 − u12;xx + 2u12;xu˜12 − u˜212u20 − 2u˜212u12 − u40 − u20u12
+ 2u212 + η
−1u˜0(iu0;xx − iu0;xu˜12 − iu30 − 2iu0u12)
+ η−2(−u0;xu0 − u12;x + u˜12u20 + 2u˜12u12)
+ iη−3u˜0u˜12u0 + η
−4(u˜212 − u12)− η−6u˜12 (15d)
We note that under the reduction u0 = 0 and by virtue of the relation u12 = −u12, this covering
retracts to Gardner’s deformation (12) for KdV equation (2).
Theorem 1 (Gardner’s deformation of Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system (1)). The extension E(ε)
of (1) consists of, first, the evolution equation which is not in the form of a conserved current,
u˜0;t = 3ε
4u˜20u˜12(2u˜0;xu˜12 + u˜12;xu˜0) + 3ε
3u˜0(−u˜0;xxu˜0u˜12 − 3u˜20;xu˜12 − u˜0;xu˜12;xu˜0)
+ 3ε2(u˜0;xxu˜0;xu˜0 + u˜
3
0;x + 3u˜0;xu˜
2
0u˜12 + u˜0;xu˜
2
12 + u˜12;xu˜
3
0 + u˜12;xu˜0u˜12)
+ 3εu˜0(−u˜0;xxu˜0 − 2u˜20;x)− u˜0;xxx + 3u˜0;xu˜20 + 3u˜0;xu˜12 + 3u˜12;xu˜0, (16a)
and second, the continuity relation
u˜12;t =
d
dx
(
3ε4u˜20u˜
3
12 + 3ε
3u˜0u˜12(u˜0;xu˜12 − u˜12;xu˜0) + ε2(−3u˜0;xxu˜0u˜12 − 3u˜0;xu˜12;xu˜0 + 2u˜312
+ 6u˜20u˜
2
12) + 3ε(u˜0;xxu˜0;x − u˜0;xu˜0u˜12 + u˜12;xu˜20)− 3u˜0;xxu˜0 − u˜12;xx + 3u˜20u˜12 + 3u˜212
)
.
(16b)
The Miura contraction from (16) to (1) is
u0 = u˜0 − εu˜0;x + ε2u˜12u˜0, (17a)
u12 = u˜12 − ε(u˜12;x + u˜0;xu˜0) + ε2(u˜20;x + u˜212 + u˜12u˜20)− 2ε3u0;xu˜12u˜0 + ε4u˜212u˜20. (17b)
Under the reduction u0 = 0, this deformation retracts to classical Gardner’s formulas (4).
Proof. Let us express u0 and u12 from (15a-15b) and plug them in (15c-15d). We get
u0 = iη(u˜0;x + u˜0u˜12)− iη−1u˜0,
u12 = η
2(−u˜20;x − 2u˜0;xu˜0u˜12 − u˜20u˜212) + u˜0;xu˜0 + u˜12;x + u˜20u˜12 + u˜212 − η−2u˜12,
u0;t = 3η
2(−u˜0;xxu˜0;xu˜0 − u˜0;xxu˜20u˜12 − u˜30;x − 3u˜20;xu˜0u˜12 − u˜0;xu˜12;xu˜20 − 2u˜0;xu˜20u˜212
− u˜12;xu˜30u˜12)− u˜0;xxx + 3u˜0;xxu˜20 + 6u˜20;xu˜0 + 9u˜0;xu˜20u˜12 + 3u˜0;xu˜212 + 3u˜12;xu˜30
+ 3u˜12;xu˜0u˜12 − 3η−2(u˜0;xu˜20 + u˜0;xu˜12 + u˜12;xu˜0),
u12;t = 3η
2(u˜0;xxxu˜0;x + u˜0;xxxu˜0u˜12 + u˜
2
0;xx + u˜0;xxu˜0;xu˜12 + 2u˜0;xxu˜12;xu˜0 − u˜0;xxu˜0u˜212
+ u˜20;xu˜12;x − u˜20;xu˜212 + u˜0;xu˜12;xxu˜0 − 2u˜0;xu˜0u˜312 + u˜12;xxu˜20u˜12 + u˜212;xu˜20 − 3u˜12;xu˜20u˜212)
− 3u˜0;xxxu˜0 − 3u˜0;xxu˜0;x + 3u˜0;xxu˜0u˜12 + 3u˜20;xu˜12 − 3u˜0;xu˜12;xu˜0 + 12u˜0;xu˜0u˜212
− u˜12;xxx − 3u˜12;xxu˜20 + 12u˜12;xu˜20u˜12 + 6u˜12;xu˜212
+ 3η−2(−2u˜0;xu˜0u˜12 − u˜12;xu˜20 − 2u˜12;xu˜12).
Setting u˜0;new = iη u˜0;old and u˜12;new = η
2u˜12;old, and putting η =
√
ε, we derive formulas (16-
17).
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Remark 2. This change of variables removes the singularity at η = ε = 0 in formulas (15).
(Let us recall that Gardner’s deformations with a singularity at ε = 0 do yield the recurrence
relations between the conserved densities, see [28, 42] for an example of such deformation for
the N=2 supersymmetric a=4-Korteweg–de Vries equation.)
In Theorem 1 we obtained the deformation of Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system such that
one of the extended equations is not a continuity relation, which makes the construction
different from the classical concept of Gardner’s deformation. Nevertheless, deformations of
such unconventional type do yield the recurrence relations between the conserved densities.
Theorem 2. Gardner’s deformation (16-17) for Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system (1) yields
the following recurrence relations between the conserved densities, which we denote by wn
for n ∈ N>0:
w0 = u12, w1 = u12;x + u0;xu0,
w2 = Dxw1 +Dx(v0v1)− u20;x − u212 − u12u20,
w3 = Dxw2 +
1
2
2∑
k=0
Dx(vkv2−k)− 2Dx(v0)Dx(v1)− 2w1w0 − w1v20 − 2w0v1v0 + 2u0;xu0u12,
wn = Dxwn−1 +
1
2
n−1∑
k=0
Dx(vkvn−1−k)−
n−2∑
k=0
(Dx(vk)Dx(vn−2−k)− wkwn−2−k)
−
∑
k+l+j=n−2
wkvlvj + 2
∑
k+l+j=n−3
wkvlDxvj −
∑
k+l+j+i=n−4
wkwlvjvi, n > 4,
where the quantities vi are given by the formulas
v0 = u0, v1 = u0;x, vn = Dxvn−1 −
n−2∑
k=0
wkvn−2−k for n > 2.
The generating function w˘(u0, u12, ε) of the zero differential order component of the series
w([u0, u12], ε) is given by the formula
w˘ =
12ε2(−u20 + u12) + q2 − 4q + 4
6ε2q
, (18)
where we put
q = 22/3
(
9ε2(2u20 + u12) + 2
+ 3
√
3ε
√
4ε4(u60 − 3u40u12 + 3u20u212 − u312) + ε2(8u40 + 20u20u12 − u212) + 4u20
)1/3
.
Proof. Plugging the series u˜0 =
∑+∞
k=0 ε
kvk and u˜12 =
∑+∞
k=0 ε
kwk into (16), we obtain the
recurrence relations between vk and wk. The coefficients wk are conserved because u˜12;t is in
divergent form (i.e., the velocity of u˜12 is in the image of d/dx). The coefficients vk are auxiliary
quantities which, generally speaking, could be not conserved (note that the density v0 is also
conserved by virtue of (1) at ε = 0).
The respective zero-order components v˘(u0, u12, ε) and w˘(u0, u12, ε) of u˜0 and u˜12 satisfy the
equations
u0 = v˘ + ε
2v˘w˘, (19a)
u12 = w˘ + ε
2(v˘2w˘ + w˘2) + ε4w˘2v˘2. (19b)
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Expressing v˘ from (19a), we obtain that
v˘ =
u0
1 + ε2w˘
.
Substituting this expression further in (19b), we obtain the cubic equation for w˘,
ε4w˘3 + 2ε2w˘2 + (ε2u20 − ε2u12 + 1)w˘ − u12 = 0.
The limit behaviour limε→0 w˘ = u12 of its solution at the origin of deformation parameter
prescribes that we pick the root (18).
Let us calculate several low-order conserved densities for system (1) by using the recurrence
relations for wn:
w0 = u12,
w1 = u0;xu0 + u12;x,
w2 = − u12u20 − u212 + 2u0u0;xx + u20;x + u0;xx,
w3 = − u30u0;x − 6u12u0u0;x − 3u12;xu20 − 4u12u12;x + 3u0u0;xxx + 4u0;xu0;xx + u12;xxx,
w4 = u12u
4
0 + 4u
2
12u
2
0 − 4u30u0;xx − 8u20u20;x + 2u312 − 13u12u0u0;xx − 8u12u20;x − 19u12;xu0u0;x
− 6u12;xxu20 − 6u12u12;xx − 5u212;x + 4u0u0;4x + 7u0;xu0;xxx + 4u20;xx + u12;4x, etc.
Lemma 1. The conserved densities w2k with even indexes 2k > 0 are non-trivial.
This follows from the non-triviality of conserved densities u˜
(2k)
12 generated at all even indexes
by Gardner’s deformation (4) for KdV equation (2).
Proof. The reduction u0 = 0 maps Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system (1) to the Korteweg–de
Vries equation; likewise, the reduction u˜0 = 0 takes the recurrence relations between the
conserved densities wk for (1) to Gardner’s formulas for the densities u˜
(k)
12 which are conserved
on equation (2). Therefore, the quantities w2k have the form
w2k
(
[u12], [u0]
)
= u˜
(2k)
12
(
[u12]
)
+ f2k
(
[u12], [u0]
)
, k ∈ N,
where the differential polynomials f2k
(
[u12], [u0]
)
are such that f2k|u0=0 = 0. On the one
hand, the densities u˜
(2k)
12 are known to be equal to u˜
(2k)
12 = ck · uk12 + . . ., where ck are nonzero
constants [43]. On the other hand, every monomial in f2k essentially depends on either u0 or
its derivatives with respect to x, hence f2k cannot contain the monomial u
k
12. Consequently,
w2k = ck · uk12 + . . . with ck 6= 0, so that these quantities may not belong to the image of total
derivative d/dx, whence they are nontrivial.
It must be expected that the densities w2k+1 with odd indexes, not contributing to the
hierarchy of (1), are trivial; this is confirmed by a straightforward calculation of small-index
terms in that auxiliary sequence. The triviality of irrelevant quantities w2k+1, k ∈ N can be
approached, e.g., by using the technique from [43]; that method’s idea is a realisation of the
generating function for – in retrospect, trivial – conserved densities w2k+1 via the non-trivial
quantities w2k and the generating function for them.
In the meantime, the problem of finding recurrence relations for the hierarchy of integrals of
motion for the Krasil’shchik–Kersten system is solved.
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Remark 3. In the recent papers [18, 44] it was shown that Gardner’s deformations provide
the initial data for construction of new integrable systems. Applying the algorithm described
in [18, 44] to Gardner’s deformation (16-17) for Krasil’shchik–Kersten’s system, we obtain the
Kaup–Newell hierarchy [45].
Let us conclude this paper by recalling that the recurrence relation for the hierarchy of
Hamiltonian functionals for the bosonic-limit system (1) is the initial datum for solution
of Gardner’s deformation problem for the full N=2 supersymmetric a=1 Korteweg–de Vries
equation from [19, 21]. This technique of recursive construction of the Hamiltonian super-
functionals that depend on the N=2 superfield was developed in [41].
Appendix A.
Let g ⊆ gl(k0+1) be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra and g ∈ g. On the one hand, the element g
is represented in the space of (k0+1)× (k0+1) matrices. On the other hand, the element g can
be represented in the space of vector fields on some open domain in Rk0+1 by using the formula
g 7−→ Xg = wg∂w,
where
w =
(
µ w1 . . . wk0
)
, ∂w =


− 1µ
∑k0
i=1w
i∂wi
∂w1
...
∂wk0

 .
Let us show that the vector field representation preserves all the commutation relations in g,
that is, let us verify the identity
[Xg,Xh] = Xg(Xh)−Xh(Xg) = X[g,h]
for all g, h ∈ g.
By convention, summation over repeated indexes is performed (here, not necessarily over one
upper and one lower index, which is due to the notation for matrix elements of g, h and for the
components of ∂w).
Proof. We have that
Xg(Xh) = w
igij∂
j
w
(wphpq∂
q
w
)
= wigi0∂
0
w
(wphpq∂
q
w
) +
∑
j 6=0
w
igij∂
j
w
(wphpq∂
q
w
)
=
∑
p 6=0
w
igi0
(
− 1µwp
)
hpq∂
q
w
+wigi0w
php0
(
− 1µ∂0w
)
+
∑
j 6=0
w
igijhjq∂
q
w
+
∑
j 6=0
w
igijw
php0
(
− 1µ∂jw
)
=
∑
p 6=0
w
igi0
(
− 1µwp
)
hpq∂
q
w
−wphp0g00∂0w +
∑
i 6=0
w
igi0w
php0
(
− 1µ∂0w
)
+
∑
j 6=0
w
igijhjq∂
q
w
−
∑
j 6=0
w
php0g0j∂
j
w
+
∑
j 6=0,i 6=0
w
igijw
php0
(
− 1µ∂jw
)
=
∑
j 6=0
w
igijhjq∂
q
w
−wphp0g0j∂jw +
∑
i 6=0
w
igijw
php0
(
− 1µ∂jw
)
+
∑
p 6=0
w
igi0
(
− 1µwp
)
hpq∂
q
w
.
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An almost the same calculation yields that
Xh(Xg) = w
phpq∂
q
w
(
w
igij∂
j
w
)
=
∑
q 6=0
w
phpqgqj∂
j
w
−wigi0h0q∂qw +
∑
p 6=0
w
phpqw
igi0
(
− 1µ∂qw
)
+
∑
i 6=0
w
php0
(
− 1µwi
)
gij∂
j
w
Therefore, the commutator of vector fields Xg and Xh is equal to
[Xg,Xh] = w
igij∂
j
w
(wphpq∂
q
w
)−wphpq∂qw
(
w
ifij∂
j
w
)
=
∑
j 6=0
w
igijhjp∂
p
w
−wphp0g0j∂jw −
∑
q 6=0
w
phpqgqj∂
j
w
+wigi0h0q∂
q
w
= wigijhjp∂
p
w
−wphpqgqj∂jw = wi (gijhjq − hipgpq) ∂qw = wi ([g, h])iq ∂qw = X[g,h].
This proves the claim.
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